Abstract. We study final group topologies and their relations to compactness properties. In particular, we are interested in situations where a colimit or direct limit is locally compact, a k ω -space, or locally k ω . As a first application, we show that unitary forms of complex Kac-Moody groups can be described as the colimit of an amalgam of subgroups (in the category of Hausdorff topological groups, and the category of k ω -groups). Our second application concerns Pontryagin duality theory for the classes of almost metrizable topological abelian groups, resp., locally k ω topological abelian groups, which are dual to each other. In particular, we explore the relations between countable projective limits of almost metrizable abelian groups and countable direct limits of locally k ω abelian groups.
Introduction
Given a group G and a family (f i ) i∈I of maps f i : X i → G from certain topological spaces to G, there exists a finest group topology on G making all of the maps f i continuous, the so-called final group topology with respect to the family (f i ) i∈I . Such topologies arise naturally in connection with colimits of topological groups (notably, direct limits), which carry the final group topology with respect to the family of limit maps. Although a final group topology O always exists, it may be quite elusive in the sense that it may not be clear at all how one could check whether a given subset U ⊆ G belongs to O.
For example, consider an ascending sequence G 1 ⊆ G 2 ⊆ · · · of topological groups such that all inclusion maps are continuous homomorphisms. Then G := n∈N G n can be made the direct limit group lim −→ G n , and one can consider a much more concrete topology T on G, the direct limit topology, defined by declaring U ⊆ G open if and only if U ∩ G n is open in G n for each n ∈ N. But unfortunately, T need not make the group multiplication G × G → G continuous, in which case T is properly finer than the final group topology O (see [82] ). If this pathology occurs, then the natural continuous bijection
is not a homeomorphism (cf. [45] ), and thus the pathology is related to the non-compatibility of direct products and direct limit topologies.
However, both pathologies disappear if each G n is locally compact: Then the spaces in (1) coincide, and T = O (see, e.g., [45, Theorem 4.1] ).
ers more complicated diagrams of topological groups and their colimits (e.g., colimits of amalgams of more than two factors). Then a rich supply of non-trivial examples becomes available, as we hope to illustrate by results concerning compact Lie groups in Section 3.
We mention that a typical feature of our amalgamation results becomes visible at this point: While topological group theoreticians mainly studied simple types of amalgams of quite general groups, our geometrically motivated examples involve complicated amalgams of rather special groups.
Lie groups determined by an amalgam of subgroups. Amalgams and their universal enveloping groups (i.e., their colimits in the category of groups) play an important role in group theory. The possibly most famous result in this area, the Curtis-Tits Theorem, asserts that the universal version of an arbitrary Chevalley group of (twisted) rank at least three is the universal enveloping group of the amalgam consisting of the groups X ±α and X ±α , X ±β , where α, β run through a fundamental system of roots corresponding to the Chevalley group and X α denotes the respective root subgroup (cf. [21] , [83] , also [33, Theorem 2.9.3]). A similar result has been proved for compact Lie groups (cf. [15] ), and for complex Kac-Moody groups and their unitary forms (cf. [51] ), as abstract groups.
A lemma by Tits (cf. [85] ; restated as Lemma 3.3 in the present article) ties the above amalgamation results to the theory of simplicial complexes and, in particular, to the theory of Tits buildings and twin buildings. For compact Lie groups and unitary forms of complex Kac-Moody groups, this relies on the fact that a Tits building of rank at least three is simply connected (cf. [84] ). For Chevalley groups and Kac-Moody groups, it relies on the fact that the opposites geometry of the corresponding twin building is simply connected (cf. [69] ). Recently, a machinery was developed to classify the corresponding amalgams, thus improving the above-mentioned results, cf. [13] , [22] , [36] , [37] .
The amalgamation results from [37] treated compact Lie groups as abstract groups. In Section 3, we transfer them into the setting of locally compact groups (and Lie groups), using results from Section 2. All relevant mappings identified earlier as isomorphisms of abstract groups turn out to be topological isomorphisms (see Theorems 3.1 and 6.13 and their respective proofs).
Locally k ω spaces. In Section 4, we introduce locally k ω spaces (Hausdorff spaces each point of which has an open neighbourhood which is a k ω -space). These form a quite natural class of topological spaces, which subsumes all k ω -spaces and all locally compact spaces (and is therefore prone to unify results known for the two subclasses). Given an ascending sequence X 1 ⊆ X 2 ⊆ · · · of locally k ω spaces with continuous inclusion maps X n → X n+1 , we show that the direct limit topology on X = n∈N X n is locally k ω (Proposition 4.5). Furthermore, given another such sequence Y 1 ⊆ Y 2 ⊆ · · · , with direct limit Y , we show that both A and B, then local compactness of A * C B forces that C is open in A * C B (see [3, Corollary 3] , or [60, Theorem 3] for the case where C is normal in A and B). It is also known that an amalgamated product A * C B, with C a proper subgroup of A and B, cannot be compact [2] .
the product topology on X × Y makes X × Y the direct limit topological space lim −→ X n × Y n (Proposition 4.7). The compatibility of direct limits and direct products was known previously for ascending sequences of locally compact spaces (see, e.g., [45, Theorem 4.1] and [27, Proposition 3.3] ). It is needed to get a grip on direct limits of topological groups [27] , [45] (as already indicated) and direct limits of Lie groups (see [27] - [29] , [70] and [71] ).
Locally k ω groups and their direct limits. In Section 5, we show that a topological group is locally k ω if and only if it has an open subgroup which is a k ω -group (Proposition 5.3). We also prove that, for each ascending sequence G 1 ≤ G 2 ≤ · · · of locally k ω groups with continuous inclusion maps, the direct limit topology on G := n∈N G n is locally k ω and makes G a topological group (Proposition 5.4) . This result provides a common generalization of known facts concerning direct limits of locally compact groups ( [27, Corollary 3.4] , [82, Theorem 2.7] ) and abelian k ω -groups [4, Proposition 2.1]. We also formulate a condition ensuring that a final group topology is k ω (Proposition 5.8). This entails the existence of certain colimits of k ω -groups (Corollary 5.10). For closely related results concerning the group topology generated by a subspace X which is compact or k ω , see [63] , [66] and [72] .
Kac-Moody groups determined by an amalgam of subgroups. The topological amalgamation results discussed in Section 3 have an infinite-dimensional analogue which we describe in Section 6. On the algebraic level, unitary forms of complex Lie groups are replaced by unitary forms of complex Kac-Moody groups; on the geometric level, spherical buildings are replaced by twin buildings; and on the topological level, (locally) compact spaces are replaced by k ω -spaces. While the proofs become more technical, the results (cf. Theorem 6.12) are analogous to the finite-dimensional case.
The duality of locally k ω , resp., almost metrizable abelian groups. Sections 7 and 8 are devoted to the duality theory of (Hausdorff) topological abelian groups. Given an abelian Hausdorff group G, let G * be its dual group, i.e., the group of all continuous homomorphisms from G to the circle group T = {z ∈ C : |z| = 1}, equipped with the compact-open topology. It is known that G * is a k ω -group if G is metrizable (see [6, Corollary 4.7] ). Conversely, G * is metrizable (and complete) for each topological abelian group G which is a k ω -space by [6, Propositions 2.8 and 4.11] . The duality of metrizable groups and k ω -groups was explored in [4] , in particular the duality between countable direct limits of k ω -groups and countable projective limits of metrizable groups. Our goal is to generalize the results from [4] to the larger classes of almost metrizable abelian groups and locally k ω abelian groups. Also these are in duality: Exploiting the fact that a topological abelian group G is almost metrizable (as in [75] or [6, Definition 1.22] ) if and only if it has a compact subgroup K such that G/K is metrizable (see [6, Proposition 2.20] or [75] ), we show in Section 7 that G * is locally k ω for almost metrizable G, while G * is almost metrizable whenever G is locally k ω (Proposition 7.1).
Pontryagin duality for direct and projective limits. In Section 8, we study the dual groups of countable direct limits of locally k ω abelian groups, and the dual groups of countable projective limits of almost metrizable abelian groups. Since locally k ω groups subsume both locally compact abelian groups and abelian k ω -groups, our results provide a common generalization of Kaplan's classical results concerning the duality of countable direct (and projective) limits of locally compact abelian groups ( [52] , [53] ) and the recent studies from [4] just mentioned. In the special cases of complete metrizable groups and k ω -groups treated in [4] , we are able to loosen some of the hypotheses of [4] and thus to strengthen their results. Cf. [5] and [11] for complementary studies of the continuous duality of direct and projective limits of convergence groups.
Notation and terminology
Part of our terminology has already been described in the introduction. We now fix further terminology and notation. In the following, G denotes the category of groups and homomorphisms. All compact (or locally compact) spaces are assumed Hausdorff. The category of all (not necessarily Hausdorff) topological groups and continuous homomorphisms will be denoted by TG, and HTG, LCG and LIE are its full subcategories of Hausdorff topological groups, locally compact topological groups and finite-dimensional real Lie groups, respectively. Surjective, open, continuous homomorphisms between topological groups shall be referred to as quotient morphisms. Finally, we shall use the term "locally convex space" as an abbreviation for "locally convex topological vector space." Diagrams and colimits. Recall that a category I is called small if its class ob(I) of objects is a set. A diagram in a category A is a covariant functor δ : I → A from a small category I to A. A cone over a diagram δ : I → A is a natural transformation ϕ : δ · → γ to a "constant" diagram γ, i.e., to a diagram γ : I → A such that G := γ(i) = γ(j) for all i, j ∈ ob(I) and γ(α) = id G for each morphism α in I. We can think of a cone as the object G ∈ ob(A), together with the family (ϕ(i)) i∈ob(I) of morphisms ϕ(i) :
for all i, j ∈ ob(I) and α ∈ Mor(i, j).
A cone (G, (ϕ i ) i∈ob(I) ) is called a colimit of δ if, for each cone (H, (ψ i ) i∈ob(I) ), there is a unique morphism ψ : G → H such that ψ • ϕ i = ψ i for all i ∈ ob(I). If it exists, a colimit is unique up to natural isomorphism. We expect that the reader is familiar with the most basic types of colimits and corresponding diagrams, like direct limits (corresponding to the case where I is a directed set), free products of groups, and amalgamated products A * C B.
Colimits of topological groups. Standard arguments show that colimits exist for any diagram in G, TG and HTG (as is well known). Given a diagram δ : I → TG of topological groups, with colimit (G, (λ i ) i∈ob(I) ) in the category G of abstract groups, there is a finest group topology O on G making each λ i continuous; then ((G, O), (λ i ) i∈ob(I) ) is the colimit of δ in TG. If δ is a diagram in HTG here, then H := G/{1} is a Hausdorff group and (H, (q •λ i ) i∈ob(I) ) is readily seen to be the colimit of δ in HTG, where q : G → G/{1} = H is the canonical quotient morphism. Frequently, the final group topology on G is Hausdorff, in which case the HTG-colimit is obtained by topologizing the colimit of abstract groups. For example, this situation occurs in the case of free products of Hausdorff topological groups [34] and amalgamated products A * C B with C a closed central subgroup of A and B (see [59] ); if A and B are k ω -groups, it suffices that C is a closed normal subgroup [55] or compact [56] . This additional information is not available through general categorytheoretical arguments, but requires a solid amount of work.
Amalgams and their enveloping groups. In the article [37] to be extended in Section 3, amalgams of groups play a central role, which were defined there as families (H i ) i∈J of groups satisfying certain axioms, ensuring in particular that H i ∩ H j is a subgroup of H i and H j , for all i, j ∈ J (see [37, Definition 2.5] ). In the present paper, we prefer a (wider) definition of amalgams in category-theoretical terms:
A diagram δ : I → G of groups is called an amalgam if I is the category associated with some partially ordered set (J, ≤) and δ(α) is a monomorphism of groups for each morphism α in I. The first condition means that ob(I) = J, and furthermore for a, b ∈ J there exists one (and only one) morphism a → b if and only if a ≤ b. (Sometimes we prefer to reverse the partial order on J to the effect that there exists a morphism a → b if and only if a ≥ b). Following the terminology in [38] , a cone (G, (ϕ i ) i∈ob(I) ) over δ in G will also be called an enveloping group of the amalgam and its colimit a universal enveloping group. Analogous terminology will be used for amalgams of topological groups. We would like to point out that in [31] , [37] and other references, the terminology "completion" and "universal completion" has been used. This terminology, however, is unfortunate, because an amalgam of topological groups might have a universal enveloping group which is not a complete topological group (in its left uniform structure). As it may sometimes be useful in this case to pass to the completed topological group, the clash of terminology might lead to confusion.
Of particular importance for us are amalgams δ : I → G, where J is a set and I the small category whose set of objects is ob(I) = resp., G {j} → G {i,j} (cf. also [40, Definition 2.15] for this type of amalgam).
Basic facts concerning direct limits of topological spaces. For basic facts concerning direct limits of topological spaces and topological groups, the reader is referred to [27] , [41] , [45] and [82] (where also many of the pitfalls and subtleties of the topic are described). In particular, we shall frequently use that the set underlying a direct limit of groups is the corresponding direct limit in the category of sets, and that the direct limit of a direct system of topological spaces in the category of (not necessarily Hausdorff) topological spaces is its direct limit in the category of sets, equipped with the final topology with respect to the limit maps. For later reference, we compile further simple facts in a lemma:
be a direct system in the category of topological spaces and continuous maps, with direct limit (X, (f i ) i∈I ).
is open in X, and
Proof. (a) is quite obvious (cf. [27, Lemma 3.1]). Part (b) follows from the definition of final topologies. The injectivity in (c) is clear from the construction of X (see, e.g., [27, §2] 
4]). 2
If all bonding maps f ij : X j → X i are topological embeddings, then a direct system of topological spaces (or topological groups) is called strict.
Local compactness and final group topologies
We describe a condition ensuring that a final group topology is locally compact. A simple version of the Open Mapping Theorem will be used. Proof. By hypothesis, G = n∈N K n for certain compact sets K n ⊆ G and thus H = n∈N f (K n ) with f (K n ) compact. Since H is a Baire space, f (K n ) has non-empty interior for some n ∈ N, and thus H is locally compact. Like any continuous surjection between compact Hausdorff spaces, f | Kn :
be the quotient homomorphism and ϕ : G/ ker(f ) → H be the bijective continuous homomorphism induced by f . Then ϕ Proof. Assume that G is Baire (which follows from local compactness). The final group topology T being finer than the given topology O, it is Hausdorff. Since (G, T ) is generated by its σ-compact subset i∈I f i (X i ), the topological group (G, T ) is σ-compact. As (G, O) is Baire, Lemma 2.1 shows that the continuous surjective homomorphism (
The following special case (applied to amalgams of finitely many Lie groups) will be used presently to transfer the purely algebraic considerations from [37] into a topological (and Lie theoretic) context.
The setting is as follows: δ : I → LCG is a diagram of σ-compact locally compact groups G i := δ(i) for i ∈ I := ob(I) and continuous homomorphisms ϕ α := δ(α) : G i → G j for i, j ∈ I and α ∈ Mor(i, j), such that I is countable. Furthermore, (G, (λ i ) i∈I ) is a colimit of the diagram δ in the category of abstract groups, with homomorphisms λ i : G i → G. 
Corollary 2.3 If there exists a locally compact Hausdorff group topology
O on G making λ i : G i → (G, O) continuous for each i ∈ I, then ((G, O), (λ i ) i∈I ) is
Lie groups determined by rank two subgroups
We are now in the position to formulate a topological variant of the main results of [15] .
Let G be a simply connected compact semisimple Lie group, let T be a maximal torus of G, let Σ = Σ(G C , T C ) be its root system, and let Π be a system of fundamental roots of Σ. To each root α ∈ Π corresponds some compact semisimple Lie group K α ≤ G of rank one such that T normalizes K α . For simple roots α, β, we denote by K αβ the group generated by the groups K α and K β , and by Σ αβ its root system relative to the torus and morphisms {α} → {α, β}, for all α, β ∈ Π, and let δ : I → LCG be a diagram with
, where ι i is the natural inclusion map, is a colimit of δ in the category LIE of Lie groups.
Before we prove the theorem, we remind the reader of the notion of a Tits building and restate Tits' Lemma. 
Here a poset A is called simply connected if the associated simplicial complex |A| -with the non-empty finite chains of A as simplices -is simply connected.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. For Lie rank |Π| of G at most two there is nothing to show, so we can assume that |Π| ≥ 3. Let G C be the complexification of G and let ∆ be the Tits building of G C (over C), which is a (|Π| − 1)-dimensional simplicial complex. Let B be a Borel subgroup, i.e., a minimal parabolic subgroup, of G C , containing the maximal torus T . The (|Π| − 1)-simplex σ of ∆ corresponding to B is a fundamental domain for the conjugation action of G C on ∆ (see [84, 
. By [32, Lemma 29.3 ] (or by a reduction argument as in the proof of [39, Theorem 2] or in the proof of [36, Theorem 4.3.6] ), the torus T can be reconstructed from the rank two tori T αβ , α, β ∈ Π, and so the group G in fact is a colimit -in the category of abstract groups -of the diagram δ. Application of Corollary 2.3 to δ yields the claim. 4 Basic facts on k ω -spaces and locally k ω spaces
In this section, we introduce locally k ω spaces and compile various useful properties of k ω -spaces and locally k ω spaces, for later use. In particular, we discuss direct limits in the category of locally k ω spaces.
Definition 4.1 A Hausdorff topological space X is a k ω -space if there exists an ascending sequence of compact subsets
We say that a Hausdorff topological space X is locally k ω if each point has an open neighbourhood which is a k ω -space in the induced topology.
Thus every k ω -space is locally k ω . It is clear that every locally k ω -space X is a k-space (i.e., X is Hausdorff and a subset U ⊆ X is open if and only if U ∩ K is open in K for each compact set K ⊆ X). Proof. (a)-(e) are well known: see, e.g., [24] and the references therein.
2 Part (h) follows from (b), (i) from (c), and (j) from (d).
(f) If X is locally compact and x ∈ X, choose compact subsets K 1 , K 2 , . . . such that x ∈ K 1 and K n+1 contains K n in its interior. Then U := n∈N K n is an open neighbourhood of x in X and U is a k ω -space with (K n ) n∈N as a k ω -sequence.
(g) It suffices to show that each open neighbourhood W of a point x in a k ω -space X contains an open neighbourhood U of x which is a k ω -space. To see this, let (K n ) n∈N be a k ω -sequence for X, with x ∈ K 1 . Then
Proposition 4.2 (j) ensures that every Hausdorff quotient group of a locally k ω group is locally k ω .
Proof. Since Y is σ-compact, we find a sequence (U n ) n∈N of open subsets of X such that Y ⊆ n∈N U n =: U and U n is a k ω -space, for each n ∈ N. Then U is a Hausdorff quotient of the k ω -space n∈N U n and therefore a k ω -space, by Proposition 4.
(d) and (e). 2
Recall that a map f :
Lemma 4.4 Every quotient map
Then the final topology O on X := n∈N X n with respect to the inclusion maps X n → X is k ω (resp., locally k ω ), and makes X the direct limit X = lim −→ X n in each of the categories of topological spaces, Hausdorff topological spaces, and k ω -spaces (resp., locally k ω spaces).
for n ∈ N. Since each K n is compact and the inclusion maps K n → K n+1 are topological embeddings, the final topology T on X with respect to the inclusion maps K n → X is Hausdorff (see [27, Proposition 3.6 (a)]). Thus (X, T ) = lim
In the case of locally k ω spaces X n , let x ∈ X, say x ∈ X 1 (after passing to a cofinal subsequence). Let U 1 ⊆ X 1 be an open neighbourhood of x which is a k ω -space. Using Lemma 4.3, we find open subsets U n ⊆ X n which are k ω -spaces and such that U n ⊆ U n+1 , for each n ∈ N. Then U := n∈N U n is an open subset of X (see Lemma 1.1 (a)) and
by what has just been shown. It only remains to show that X is
Hausdorff. To this end, suppose that x, y ∈ X are distinct elements. We may assume that x, y ∈ X 1 . The set {x, y} being compact, it has an open neighbourhood U 1 ⊆ X 1 which is a k ω -space (by Lemma 4.3). Choose U n ⊆ X n as just described. Then both x and y are contained in the open subset U = n∈N U n of X which is a k ω -space and hence Hausdorff, whence x and y can be separated by open neighbourhoods in U.
2 Remark 4.6 Hausdorff quotients of k ω -spaces being k ω , it easily follows from Proposition 4.5 that the direct limit Hausdorff topological space of each countable direct system of k ω -spaces is a k ω -space.
To formulate a result concerning the compatibility of direct limits and direct products, let X 1 ⊆ X 2 ⊆ · · · and Y 1 ⊆ Y 2 ⊆ · · · be ascending sequences of topological spaces with continuous inclusion maps, and X := n∈N X n = lim
, equipped with the direct limit topology.
Proposition 4.7 The natural map
is a continuous bijection. If each X n and each Y n is locally k ω , then β is a homeomorphism.
We show that there exist open neighbourhoods U ⊆ X of x and V ⊆ Y of y such that X × Y and lim −→ (X n × Y n ) induce the same topology on U × V . To this end, let U 1 be an open neighbourhood of x in X 1 which is k ω , and choose open subsets U n ⊆ X n such that U n ⊆ U n+1 for each n and each U n is k ω (using Lemma 4.3). Likewise, choose open, k ω subsets V n ⊆ Y n such that y ∈ V 1 and V n ⊆ V n+1 . Then U := n∈N U n and V := n∈N V n are k ω -spaces in the topology induced by X and Y , respectively (as a consequence of Proposition 4.2 (d) and (e)). As in the first half of the proof of Proposition 4.5, we find
n . By the compatibility of direct products and countable direct limits of compact spaces (see, e.g., [27, Proposition 3.3]), we have
, equipped with the induced topology. Then (X n × Y n ) induce the same topology on this set, which completes the proof.
2
With a view towards later applications to Kac-Moody groups, we recall a simple fact from [24, § 21] . It illustrates that metrizability is not preserved under passage to direct limits.
Proposition 4.8 If a locally k ω space X is metrizable, then it is locally compact. 2 5 Locally k ω groups and their direct limits
In this section, we introduce and discuss the notion of a locally k ω group. We also prove the existence of direct limits for ascending sequences of locally k ω groups, and related results.
Definition 5.1 A k ω -group (resp., locally k ω group) is a topological group the underlying topological space of which is a k ω -space (resp., a space which is locally k ω ).
Example 5.2 Among the main examples of infinite-dimensional Lie groups are direct limits
such that the inclusion maps are continuous homomorphisms (see [27] , [28] , [70] ). As G is equipped with the final topology here, Proposition 4.5 shows that the topological space underlying G is locally k ω . Thus G is a locally k ω group. The same conclusion holds for countable direct limits of locally compact groups, as considered in [27] and [82] . If each G n is σ-compact, then G is a k ω -group. However, if some G n fails to be σ-compact and each inclusion map is a topological embedding, then G is not a k ω -group.
Proposition 5.3 For a topological group G, the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) G is a locally k ω group;
X n as a topological space for an ascending sequence X 1 ⊆ X 2 ⊆ · · · of closed, locally compact subsets X n of G, equipped with the induced topology.
is a σ-compact subset of G and hence has an open neighbourhood U 2 which is a k ω -space. Proceeding in this way, we obtain an ascending sequence U 1 ⊆ U 2 ⊆ · · · of open identity neighbourhoods U n which are k ω -spaces, and such that
U n , which is a k ω -space by Proposition 4.5.
(b)⇒(c): Let H ⊆ G be an open subgroup which is a k ω -group, and (K n ) n∈N be a k ω -sequence for H. Let T ⊆ G be a transversal for G/H. Then X n := g∈T gK n is a closed subset of G, since (gK n ) g∈T is a locally finite family of closed sets (see [79, §8.5, Hilfssatz 2]). Furthermore, X n is locally compact, because gK n = X n ∩ gH is open in X n . Then G = n∈N X n and X 1 ⊆ X 2 ⊆ · · · . The final topology T on G with respect to the inclusion maps X n → G is finer than the original topology O.
(c)⇒(a): Locally compact spaces being locally k ω , (c) entails that G is a direct limit of an ascending sequence of locally k ω spaces and hence locally k ω , by Proposition 4.5. 2 Proposition 5.4 Let G 1 ⊆ G 2 ⊆ · · · be an ascending sequence of k ω -groups (resp., locally k ω groups) such that the inclusion maps G n → G n+1 are continuous homomorphisms. Equip G := n∈N G n with the unique group structure making each inclusion map G n → G a homomorphism. Then the final topology with respect to the inclusion maps G n → G turns G into a k ω -group (resp., a locally k ω group) and makes G the direct limit lim −→ G n in the category of topological spaces, and in the category of topological groups.
Proof. The direct limit property in the category of topological spaces is clear, and we know from Proposition 4.5 that G is a k ω -space (resp., a locally k ω space). Let µ n : G n ×G n → G n and λ n : G n → G n be the group multiplication (resp., inversion) of G n , and µ : G × G → G and λ : G → G be the group multiplication (resp., inversion) of G. Then λ = lim −→ λ n , where each λ n is continuous, and hence λ is continuous. Identifying G × G with lim −→ (G n × G n ) as a topological space by means of Proposition 4.7, the group multiplication µ becomes the map lim Furthermore, G is a k ω -group (resp., locally k ω group) and hence is the direct limit of S in the category of k ω -groups (resp., locally k ω groups).
Proof. We may assume that
is a cone of continuous maps h n : G n → X to a Hausdorff topological space. Then each h n factors to a continuous map k n : Q n → X. From the preceding, it is clear that the direct limit of S in the category of Hausdorff topological spaces (resp., Hausdorff topological groups) coincides with that of ((Q n ) n∈N , (g n,m ) n≥m ). As each g n,m is injective, the assertions follow from Proposition 5.4. G i in the category of abelian k ω -groups (resp., abelian, locally k ω groups). Corollary 5.7 Let (G n ) n∈N be a sequence of abelian k ω -groups (resp., abelian, locally k ω groups). Then the box topology on G := n∈N G n makes G the direct limit lim −→ n k=1 G n in the category of topological spaces, and this topology is k ω (resp., locally k ω ).
Proof. By Proposition 4.2 (c) (resp., (i)), n k=1 G k is a k ω -group (resp., locally k ω ). By Proposition 5.4, the direct limit topology turns n∈N G n = lim −→ n k=1 G k into a k ω -group (resp., locally k ω group), and it makes n∈N G n the direct limit lim −→ n k=1 G k in the category TG of topological groups. But it is well known that the topology making n∈N G n the direct limit lim −→ n k=1 G k in TG is the box topology (see, e.g., [29, Lemma 4.4 
]). 2
Cf. also [19] for recent investigations of topologies on direct sums.
The following proposition is a variant of [63, Theorem 1] , which corresponds to the most essential case where the final group topology with respect to a single map f : X → G from a k ω -space X to G is Hausdorff and makes f a topological embedding (cf. also [72] , which even subsumes non-Hausdorff situations).
Proposition 5.8 Let G be a group and (f i ) i∈I be a countable family of maps f i :
If the final group topology on G with respect to the family (f i ) i∈I is Hausdorff, then it makes G a k ω -group.
Proof. The disjoint union X := i∈I X i is a k ω -space (by Proposition 4.2 (e)) and hence a regular topological space (see [41, Proposition 4.3 (ii)]). We can therefore form the Markov free topological group F on X, as in [64] . The final group topology on G turns G into a Hausdorff quotient group of
Hence also its Hausdorff quotient group G is a k ω -group, by Proposition 4.2 (d). 2
Remark 5.9 Note that, in the situation of Proposition 5.8, the final group topology on G is Hausdorff if there exists a Hausdorff group topology on G making all maps f i continuous.
We record a direct consequence concerning colimits in the category KOG of k ω -groups.
colimit of δ in the category of Hausdorff topological groups, with homomorphisms
Lemma 5.11 Quotient morphisms between locally k ω groups are compact-covering.
Proof. Given a quotient morphism q :
Proof. Since the quotient morphisms q i : G i → Q i in the proof of Corollary 5.5 are compact-covering by Lemma 5.11, we may assume that each f ij (and hence each f i ) is injective. It therefore suffices to consider the situation of Proposition 5.4. Using Lemma 4.3 and the argument from the proof of "(a)⇒(b)" in Proposition 5.3, for each n ∈ N we find an open subgroup U n ⊆ G n which is a k ω -group, such that U n ⊆ U n+1 for each n ∈ N. Then U := n∈N U n is an open subgroup of G = n∈N G n (see Lemma 1.1 (a)), and the induced topology makes U the direct limit U = lim
for some n ∈ N (Lemma 1.1 (d)), whence K is a compact subset of U n . Since every compact subset of G is contained in finitely many translates of U, the assertion easily transfers from compact subsets of U to those of G (cf. the preceding proof). 2
Complex Kac-Moody groups and their unitary forms
In this section, we generalize our results from Section 3 about compact Lie groupsi.e. unitary forms of complex Lie groups with respect to the compact involution -to unitary forms of complex Kac-Moody groups with respect to the compact involution. These groups correspond to complex Kac-Moody algebras in very much the same way that finitedimensional semisimple complex Lie groups correspond to finite-dimensional semisimple complex Lie algebras. As far as complex Kac-Moody algebras are concerned, we use the notations from [49] : If A is a generalized Cartan matrix then g(A) is the associated KacMoody Lie algebra and g ′ (A) is its derived Lie algebra. The root space decomposition g(A) = h ⊕ g α induces a decomposition g ′ (A) = h ′ ⊕ g α and by loc.cit., Chapter 5, the set of roots △ decomposes into the set △ re of real roots and the set △ im of imaginary roots. If W denotes the Weyl group of g(A) then the real roots are canonically identified with the roots of a certain Coxeter system (W, S) defined as in loc.cit., 3.13. For any real root α, the root space g α is integrable.
Convention:
We assume throughout that the Coxeter system (W, S) associated with A is two-spherical and of finite rank N := |S|.
We now compile definitions, notation and facts concerning complex Kac-Moody groups which will be used in the sequel. For proofs, see [78] and the references therein. By definition, the complex Kac-Moody group G(A) is the group associated to the (integrable representations of the) complex Lie algebra g ′ (A) in the sense of [48] , where it is also shown that this definition is equivalent to the one given in [50] . (For a more algebraic construction of Kac-Moody groups which works over arbitrary fields, see [86] .) In particular, if F g ′ (A) denotes the set of ad-locally finite elements in g ′ (A), then there exists a partial exponential function exp : F g ′ (A) → G(A), which is uniquely determined by the property that for any integrable g ′ (A)-module (V, dπ), there exists a representation π of G(A) on V such that for any v ∈ V the equality (π • exp(X)).v = ∞ n=0
holds. For any real root α ∈ △ re , we define the associated root group to be U α := exp g α . If H := α∈△ re N G(A) (U α ), then the triple (G, (U α ) α∈△ re , H) forms a root group data (RGD) system (donnée radicielle jumelée) of type (W, S) in the sense of [78, 1.5] . In particular, if U ± := U α | α ∈ △ re ± , then B ± := HU ± are opposite Borel groups in G(A) and one has the Bruhat and Birkhoff decompositions
For a real root α the Lie algebra g(α) generated by g α and g −α in g ′ (A) is isomorphic to sl 2 and contained in F g ′ (A) . Therefore the inclusion map ϕ α : sl 2 ∼ = g(α) ֒→ g ′ (A) is integrable in the sense of [48] and thus gives rise to a map ϕ α : SL 2 (C) → G(A), whose image is denoted G α . It is known that G α = U α , U −α and that ϕ α is an isomorphism onto its image. (See [50] for details.) We call G α the rank one subgroup associated with the real root α. If α 1 , . . . , α n are real roots, then we define the associated rank n subgroup to be G α 1 ,...,αn := G α 1 , . . . , G αn . The rank one subgroups can be used to define a topology on G(A) as was first observed by Kac and Peterson in [50] :
The final group topology with respect to the inclusion maps ϕ α : SL 2 (C) → G(A), where α runs through the real roots of g(A) and SL 2 (C) is equipped with its connected Lie group topology, is called the Kac-Peterson topology on G(A) and denoted τ KP .
We record an easy fact for later reference: Proof. The Weyl group W can be identified with N G(A) (H)/H and as H normalizes every root group, W acts by conjugation on root groups. This action is equivariant with respect to the action on real roots, i.e. for any real root α and every w ∈ W one has wU α w −1 = U w.α and thus wG α w −1 = G w.α . Now by definition every real root α of g ′ (A) is of the form w.α i for some α i ∈ Π and thus every rank one subgroup is conjugate to some G α j . Hence if τ is a group topology on G(A) for which each of the inclusions
is continuous for i = 1, . . . , N, then by continuity of conjugation all rank one subgroup inclusions are in fact continuous. This implies the lemma.
The following theorem relates complex Kac-Moody groups to the main theme of this article:
To prove Theorem 6.3, we need some preliminary results on integrable representations.
Lemma 6.4 Let (V, dψ) be an integrable g ′ (A)-module and ψ : G(A) → Aut(V ) be the associated representation of G(A). Let α be a real root. Then every v ∈ V is contained in a finite-dimensional G α -submodule V 0 of V , and the orbit map G α → V , g → ψ(g).v is continuous into V 0 . Moreover, for any v ∈ V and real roots α 1 , . . . , α n , the map
has image in a finite-dimensional vector subspace of V and is continuous into this space.
Proof. Since V is integrable and (dψ(X)) n .w n! ∈ V 0 for all X ∈ g α and w ∈ V 0 , entailing that V 0 is a G α -submodule and that π : G α → GL(V 0 ), g → ψ(g)| V 0 is the smooth (and hence continuous) representation of the Lie group G α with dπ(X) = dψ(X) for X ∈ g α . As a consequence, the orbit map
To prove the final assertion, we proceed by induction. The case n = 1 has just been settled. As the inductive hypothesis, we may now assume that ψ(G α 2 G α 3 · · · G αn ).v is contained in a finite-dimensional vector subspace V 0 ⊆ V and that the map ϕ :
v is continuous. Each element of V being contained in a finitedimensional g α 1 -module, the g α 1 -module V 1 ⊆ V generated by V 0 is finite-dimensional. Now consider the map π :
Proof of Theorem 6.3. Fix a system of simple roots Π = {α 1 , . . . , α N } and for every word I := (i 1 , . . . , i k ) over {1, . . . , N} denote by G I the image of the map
which we equip with the quotient topology τ I with respect to the map p I , where G α j is identified with SL 2 (C). We claim that G I is a k ω -space for every I. As SL 2 (C) 1, 2) , . . . , I N +1 := (1, 2, . . . , N, 1) and so on. We then have
and as each of the spaces G In is k ω , we conclude from Proposition 4.5 that (G(A), τ 0 ) is a k ω -space. It is easy to check that τ 0 is a group topology: The concatenation map . ..,jm) is continuous and thus We record a byproduct of the proof of Theorem 6.3.
Corollary 6.5 Let (V, dψ) be an integrable g ′ (A)-module and ψ : G(A) → Aut(V ) be the associated representation of G(A). Then ψ is continuous with respect to the Kac-Peterson topology on G(A) and the topology of pointwise convergence on Aut(V ).
Proof. For each of the sets G I , I ∈ W N as defined in the proof of Theorem 6.3, the restriction G I → Aut(V ) of ψ is continuous by Lemma 6.4. As G(A) = lim −→ G I , the assertion follows.
Let us call a subalgebra h of g ′ (A) integrable if every ad h -locally finite element of h is ad g ′ (A) -locally finite. (For a complex subalgebra h this is equivalent to the condition that the inclusion map h → g ′ (A) is integrable in the sense of [48] .) As usual, a subalgebra
We observe: 
is an integrable subalgebra.
(b) σ is integrable and the induced involution σ : G(A) → G(A) on the group level is continuous.
Proof. 
showing that V 0 ⊕ iV 1 is a finite-dimensional ad(X)-invariant subspace containing Y . As Y ∈ g ′ (A) was arbitrary, we conclude that X is ad-locally finite, which proves (a).
Moreover, we have Y = σ(σ(Y )) ∈ V ′ and thus V ′ is a finite-dimensional ad(σ(X))-invariant subspace containing Y . As Y was arbitrary, σ(X) is ad-locally finite and thus σ is integrable. The induced involution σ : G(A) → G(A) on G(A) is determined by the fact that σ(exp(X)) = exp(σ(X)). This formula shows at once that the restriction of σ to any rank one subgroup is smooth, which implies that σ is continuous. 
Corollary 6.7 Every real form of a complex Kac-Moody group is a k ω -group.
Proof. Combine Proposition 6.6 (b) with Proposition 4.2 (b) and Theorem 6.3.
In view of Part (a) of Proposition 6.6, one can think of another approach towards real forms of complex Kac-Moody groups: The general construction from [48] associates to (the integrable complex representations of) any complex Lie algebra h an associated group H. The same construction can also be applied to the integrable representations of any real Lie algebra. In particular, we can use it to associate a group G 0 to any given real form g 0 (A) ⊆ g ′ (A). In view of Part (a) of Proposition 6.6, the inclusion g
. Then one has:
Proof. Let g ∈ G 0 . If g = e, there exists an integrable representation dϕ :
. We can complexify dϕ to a Lie algebra homomorphism dϕ C :
, which we may identify with a Lie algebra homomorphism
It is easy to see that dϕ C is also integrable. We thus obtain a commuting square
) and thus i(g) = i(e), showing that i is injective. Since G 0 is generated by the elements exp(X) for X ∈ g 0 (A), which are σ-invariant, we see that
Proposition 6.8 suggests the question of whether the map i actually defines an isomorphism
. This is true for the unitary real form (defined below) and the split real form (see [78] ). Moreover, in these cases i(G 0 ) = G 0 (A) is generated by the groups G 0 α (A) := G 0 (A) ∩ G α . We do not know whether either of these statements remains true for arbitrary real forms.
In Section 3 we obtained a presentation of compact Lie groups, i.e. unitary real forms of complex semisimple Lie groups, as Phan amalgams. Recall that a unitary form of a complex semi-simple Lie group G is the fixed point set K = G τ of the unique involution τ on G whose derivative restricts to negative conjugated transpose on each rank 1 subalgebra. Such an involution can also be defined for complex Kac-Moody groups, see [51] . We recall the construction here to fix our notation: Let ω be the Chevalley involution of g(A) (see [49, p. 7] ) and let ω be the compact involution ω(X) := ω(X). This involution restricts to an involution ω of g ′ (A) and the subalgebra k(A) := {X ∈ g ′ (A) : ω(X) = X} ⊆ g ′ (A) is a real form (with associated involution ω). As ω restricts to negative conjugated transpose on each of the rank one subalgebras g(α), we may call k(A) the unitary form of g ′ (A) in accordance with the notion for complex semisimple Lie algebras.
The real form K(A) of G(A) corresponding to the unitary form k(A) is also called the unitary form of G(A). The involution ω : G(A) → G(A) obtained from integrating ω fixes every rank one subgroup and satisfies
is generated by the groups K α for real α. If we restrict the inclusion maps ϕ α : SL 2 (C) → G α to SU 2 (C), then we obtain isomorphisms ψ α : SU 2 (C) → K α . By Corollary 6.7, the KacPeterson topology on G(A) induces a k ω -topology on K(A) which we also call the KacPeterson topology on K(A) and denote by the same letter τ KP . This topology can again be characterized by a universal property:
is any choice of simple roots for g(A), then the KacPeterson topology τ KP on K(A) is the final group topology with respect to the inclusions
Proof. Equip the groups K α i with their compact connected Lie group topology and let τ 0 be the final group topology with respect to the maps ψ α i or, equivalently, the inclusions K α i ֒→ K(A). Note that the maps ψ α i are continuous with respect to τ KP and thus τ 0 is finer than τ KP ; in particular, τ 0 is Hausdorff. Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 6.3, we associate to each word I = (i 1 , . . . , i k ) over {1, . . . , N} a map
whose image is denoted K I . The maps ψ I are continuous both with respect to τ 0 and τ KP . As these topologies are Hausdorff and K α i 1 × · · · × K α i k is compact, ψ I is a quotient map for both τ 0 and τ KP . In particular, τ 0 and τ KP coincide on each of the subsets K I . As in the proof of Theorem 6.3, we see that (K(A), τ 0 ) = lim
and the two topologies coincide on every K I , it suffices to show that for each word I ∈ W N , there exists J ∈ W N such that G I ∩ K(A) ⊆ K J . This is essentially contained in the proof of Proposition 5.1 of [51] but not stated explicitly, whence we elaborate the argument here: Denote by s j the root reflection at α j . Then S = {s 1 , . . . , s N } is a system of Coxeter generators for W . Let us call a word I = (i 1 , . . . , i k ) special if (s i 1 , . . . , s i k ) is a reduced expression for the Weyl group element w(I) := s i 1 · · · s i k ∈ W . Let us compute G I ∩ K(A) in this case: By the Bruhat decomposition for SL 2 (C), we have G α i ⊆ B + ∪ B + s i B + . It then follows from the general theory of Tits systems that
where the inequality w ≤ w(I) is understood with respect to the Bruhat ordering of the Coxeter system (W, S). Then
By Part (c) of Proposition 5.1 in [51] , we have K(A) ∩ B + wB + ⊆ K I · T for each w ≤ w(I), where T is the compact torus defined by T := H ∩ K(A) and H = α∈△ re N G(A) (U α ) as above. This shows that
Now T ⊆ K 1 · · · K N and thus if we define J as the concatenation of I with (1, . . . , N), then
is arbitrary, then this argument can be modified as follows: Let W I denote the set of special subwords of I. This is a finite subset of W N and thus there exists a special word I ′ ∈ W N such that
Then as before the theory of Tits systems implies Definition 6.10 Let ∆ be a two-spherical Dynkin diagram with set of labels Π, i.e., a Dynkin diagram whose induced subdiagrams on at most two nodes are spherical. Let G be a topological group. A topological weak Phan system of type ∆ over C in G is a family (K j ) j∈Π of subgroups of G with the following properties:
twP1 G is generated by j∈Π K j ; twP2 K j is isomorphic as a topological group to a central quotient of a simply connected, compact, semisimple Lie group of rank one, for each j ∈ Π;
twP3 For all i = j in Π, the subgroup K ij := K i ∪K j of G is isomorphic as a topological group to a central quotient of the simply connected, compact, semisimple Lie group of rank two belonging to the rank two subdiagram of ∆ on the nodes i and j;
is a standard pair in K ij as defined in the paragraph before Theorem 3.1, for all i = j in Π.
Definition 6.11 Let ∆ be a two-spherical Dynkin diagram with set of types Π. An
is called a Phan amalgam of type ∆ over C, if for all α, β ∈ Π the group K αβ is a central quotient of a simply connected compact semisimple Lie group of type indicated by α, β, and if its morphisms are maps K α ֒→ K αβ which embed (K α , K β ) as a standard pair into K αβ for α = β.
A weak Phan system clearly gives rise to a Phan amalgam. The converse is in general not true. However, if there exists an enveloping group G of a Phan amalgam A into which A embeds, then the image of A in G is a weak Phan system of G. Phan amalgams admitting such an enveloping group are called strongly noncollapsing.
We have encountered examples of weak Phan systems in Section 3. More generally, let A be a generalized Cartan matrix of two-spherical and irreducible type (W, S) and finite rank |S| and consider the unitary form K(A) of the complex Kac-Moody group G(A), which we turn into a k ω -group via the Kac-Peterson topology τ KP . A topological weak Phan system for (K(A), τ KP ) can be constructed as follows: The type of the Phan system is the Dynkin diagram ∆ of type A. For any fundamental root α ∈ Π we put K α := K α , which is identified as a topological group with SU 2 (C) as above. By construction, (K α ) α∈Π is a topological weak Phan system for G and (K(A), τ KP ) is an enveloping group of the corresponding topological Phan amalgam. This topological Phan amalgam is called the topological standard Phan amalgam defined by (K(A), τ ). We will show later that, if the Dynkin diagram ∆ of K(A) is a tree, then there essentially exists a unique Phan amalgam associated to ∆. On the other hand, if ∆ admits cycles, this cannot be expected in view of [86, Section 6.5] and [68] .
We want to prove that any topological group G with a topological weak Phan system of type ∆ over C, where ∆ is a tree, carries a refined k ω -topology τ ′ such that (G, τ ′ ) is a central quotient of some (K(A), τ KP ). As a first step in this direction, we show that (K(A), τ KP ) is a colimit of the amalgam defined by its topological Phan system.
Theorem 6.12 Let K(A) the unitary form of some complex Kac-Moody group G(A) associated with a symmetrizable generalized Cartan matrix of finite size and two-spherical type (W, S), let △
re be the set of real roots, and Π be a system of fundamental roots. Let I be the small category with objects
and morphisms {α} → {α, β}, for all α, β ∈ Π, and let δ : I → KOG be a diagram with δ({α}) = K α , δ({α, β}) = K αβ and δ({α} → {α, β}) = (K α ֒→ K αβ ). We now state the main result of this section. It is a general topological version of the main result of [37] . Notice that we do not claim that the group G in Theorem 6.13 is a topological quotient of the model (K(A), τ KP ), or a k ω -group. Both statements are in general only true after refining the topology of G. To illustrate the necessity of this refinement we consider affine Kac-Moody groups:
Example 6.14 Let ∆ 0 be a spherical Dynkin diagram and A 0 the associated Coxeter matrix. Then G 0 := G(A 0 ) is a finite-dimensional complex Lie group. Let us assume that G is simple and not of type A n . Then the affine extension ∆ of ∆ 0 is a tree and thus Theorem 6.13 applies. Denote by A the generalized Coxeter matrix of ∆ and abbreviate G := G(A), K := K(A). We can consider G 0 as an algebraic group over C and define the group 
where the C × -action is given by precomposition. If we equip C ∞ (C × , G 0 ) with the topology of uniform convergence of all derivatives and LG 0 with the corresponding product topology, then the latter becomes a metrizable topological group. The same is true of the quotient L 0 (G 0 )/C by the center C. Denote by ( K, τ ) the image of K under the homomorphism
equipped with the topology induced from the metrizable topology on LG 0 /C introduced above. Denote by (K j ) j∈Π the standard Phan system in K and write K j for the image of K j under q. We observe that q| K j is continuous and that K j is a central quotient of K j (since q has central kernel). These facts combine to show that (K j ) j∈Π is a topological weak Phan system for ( K, τ ). On the other hand, since K is metrizable and not locally compact, it cannot be k ω by Proposition 4.8. However, the topology τ is easily refined to a k ω -topology τ 0 (we can take the topology making q| K a quotient map).
Notice that one can produce a lot of non-k ω topologies with weak topological Phan systems on the group K by using various topologies on C ∞ (C × , G 0 ). These topologies also lead to a multitude of topologies on the flag variety (or building) of G(A) on which K acts transitively. We would like to advertise the topology induced from the k ω -topology on K (or, equivalently, G(A)) as the most canonical topology on the flag variety. It has the important advantage that the Schubert decomposition of the flag variety becomes an honest CW decomposition. Moreover, with this topology the geometric realization of the associated topological building will be contractible. The latter property is a crucial ingredient in the Kramer-Mitchell-Quillen proof of Bott periodicity ( [61] , [65] ). Finally, let us mention that the k ω -topology that we call Kac-Petersen topology occurs under various names in the literature. In [62] , it is called the analytic topology (more precisely, the analytic topology on Kumar's group G restricts to the Kac-Petersen topology on our group G(A) ⊆ G), to distinguish it from the Zariski topology.
Definition 6.15 Let
2 ) be amalgams consisting of abstract groups. The amalgams A and A ′ are of the same type if there exist isomorphisms ϕ i :
If, in addition, there exists an isomorphism ϕ 12 :
Then there is a one-to-one correspondence between isomorphism classes of amalgams of the same type as A and α 2 (A 2 )-α 1 (A 1 ) double cosets in Aut(P 1 ∩ P 2 ). In other words, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the different isomorphism types of amalgams P 1 ←֓ (P 1 ∩ P 2 ) ֒→ P 2 and the double cosets α 2 (A 2 )\ Aut(P 1 ∩ P 2 )/α 1 (A 1 ).
Proof. By Definition 6.15, any amalgam of the same type as P 1
is isomorphic to an amalgam of the form P 1
֒→ P 2 , where β 1 and β 2 are automorphisms of P 1 ∩P 2 . Such an amalgam is isomorphic to P 1
֒→ P 2 by the amalgam isomorphism (id, β 1 , id). It remains to decide when two amalgams P 1
. Therefore an isomorphism between these two amalgams exists if and only if α 1 (A 1 )∩γ
Definition 6.17 A Phan amalgam (K αβ ) α,β∈Π , and any subamalgam of a Phan amalgam, is called unambiguous if every K αβ is isomorphic to the corresponding K αβ . Proof. We proceed by induction on |S|, where S is a subset of
Proposition 6.18 Every topological Phan amalgam
with the property that for each J ∈ S, the inclusion ∅ = J ′ ⊆ J implies J ′ ∈ S. We order S by inclusion, i.e., the maximal elements of S are those sets which are not properly contained in another element of S. In particular, if J is a maximal element of S, then S\{J} is again a subset of
with the property that for each
The case S = ∅, which vacuously yields an unambiguous amalgam, serves as basis of the induction.
Suppose that S is non-empty and that for every subset S ′ S the conclusion of the proposition holds. Let J be a maximal element of S, define S ′ = S \ {J}, and consider
By the inductive hypothesis, there is a unique unambiguous covering
By the definition of a Phan amalgam, there is a quotient map ψ from K J onto K J . In case |J| = 1 define A S as the union of A S ′ and {K J } without additional morphisms. Clearly, A S is an unambiguous covering of A S . In case
Indeed, the standard pair (K {α} , K {β} ) of K {α,β} is mapped by ψ onto the standard pair (K {α} , K {β} ) of K {α,β} , cf. 6.11 and the paragraph before 3.1. Furthermore, by the inductive hypothesis there is
Therefore we can define an unambiguous covering A S of A S as the union of A S ′ and {K J } with the additional morphisms ι J ′ ,J • ϕ for J ′ J. This completes the proof of the existence of an unambiguous covering A S .
It remains to prove the uniqueness of the unambiguous covering A S that we have just constructed. Let B S = (B J ) J∈S and C S = (C J ) J∈S be two such coverings with amalgam homomorphism π 1 , respectively π 2 onto A. By the inductive hypothesis, there exists an isomorphism ϕ : B S ′ → C S ′ with π 1 | B S ′ = π 2 • ϕ. In order to extend ϕ to B J , we have to deal with two cases: First, let J = {α, β} where α and β are orthogonal roots. In this case, B αβ ∼ = C αβ ∼ = K αβ are isomorphic to a direct product of B α ∼ = C α ∼ = K α and B β ∼ = C β ∼ = K β . Clearly, ϕ is already known on B α and B β , and so ϕ extends uniquely to B αβ . This extension, also denoted ϕ, is a well-defined amalgam isomorphism from B S to C S , and furthermore π 1 = π 2 • ϕ holds. In the second case, B J ∼ = C J ∼ = K J is isomorphic to a simply connected compact almost simple Lie group of rank one or two. By the universality of the covering π 1 : B J → K J , as B J is simply connected, there exists a unique homeomorphism ψ :
This map α is a well-defined automorphism of K J , because the cosets of the kernel of π 1 are mapped by ψ to cosets of the kernel of π 2 . Every automorphism of K J , in particular α, is continuous by a corollary of Gotô's Commutator Theorem (see [47, Corollary 6.56] ) and van der Waerden's Continuity Theorem (cf. [47, Theorem 5.64] ). By [58] , α lifts to a unique continuous automorphism of C J (see also [46] ). In other words, there is a unique (continuous) automorphism β of C J such that
Second, for every J ′ ⊆ J, we have that θ −1 • ϕ |B J ′ is a lifting to B J ′ of the identity automorphism of K J ′ and, by the above, it is the identity. This holds due to θ
Thus ϕ and θ agree on every subgroup B J ′ , which allows us to extend ϕ to all of B S by defining it on B J as θ. Finally, if A is strongly noncollapsing, so is its unique unambiguous covering A, finishing the proof. 
) be a tree-like unambiguous strongly noncollapsing irreducible Phan amalgam of rank at least two. We proceed by induction on n. The amalgams of rank two are unique by definition.
According to Goldschmidt 
, where the groups K β , K α are considered as subgroups of K αβ and the groups K β , K γ are considered as subgroups of K βγ . Since K β and K α form a standard pair in K αβ , the group D α is a maximal torus in K α . For the same reason, D γ is a maximal torus in
Let π : A → G be an enveloping group of A such that π is injective on every K i , i ∈ Π, which is possible since A is strongly noncollapsing. Then π(D 
Therefore we have identified a root system of type A 2 , B 2 , or G 2 with respect to which the groups K 
Rank at least four
Let |Π| ≥ 4 and let A = (K J ) J∈( 
It remains to realize that K αβ is the direct product of K α and K β , so that ϕ induces an isomorphism between A and A ′ . Let us now return to the Curtis-Tits Theorem which motivated our research on topological presentations resulting in this section of the current article. As we mentioned in the introduction, the Curtis-Tits Theorem was originally proved in [21] , [83] . By a result of Abramenko and Mühlherr [1] (or, alternatively, Mühlherr [69] ; see also [12] , [38] ), the Curtis-Tits Theorem follows from the simple connectedness of the opposites geometry that is associated to a twin building as follows. Given a twin building T = (B + , B − , δ * ) consisting of the buildings B + = (C + , δ + ) and B − = (C − , δ − ) and the codistance δ * (cf. [88] ), define the opposites chamber system as Opp(T ) = {(c + , c − ) ∈ C + × C − | δ * (c + , c − ) = 1}.
(Chambers x ∈ C + and y ∈ C − with δ * (x, y) = 1 are called opposite, hence the name and notation; the concept of the opposites chamber system has been introduced in [87] ). The articles [1] , [69] and Lemma 6.2 of the present paper imply the following theorem, which is a split version of Theorem 6.12 over the complex numbers. and morphisms {α} → {α, β}, for all α, β ∈ Π, and let δ : I → KOG be a diagram with δ({α}) = G α , δ({α, β}) = G αβ and δ({α} → {α, β}) = (G α ֒→ G αβ ). A classification of topological amalgams as for the unitary form leading to a split analogue of Theorem 6.13 over the complex numbers is not immediately possible by the methods presented in this paper, since van der Waerden's continuity theorem does not hold for complex Lie groups (as there exist discontinuous field automorphisms). In view of Shtern's generalization of this continuity theorem to arbitrary semisimple real Lie groups [80] , a classification of amalgams over the field of real numbers is possible once the analogue of Lemma 6.2 and Proposition 6.9 has been proved for the split real form of G(A). This leads to split analogues of Theorem 6.12 and Theorem 6.13 over the real numbers.
7 Duality of locally k ω and almost metrizable groups
In this section, we show that the categories of locally k ω abelian groups and almost metrizable abelian groups are dual to each other.
Recall that a Hausdorff space X is called almost metrizable if each x ∈ X is contained in a compact set K which has a countable basis (U n ) n∈N of neighbourhoods in X (see [6, Definition 1.22] or [75] ). Thus each U n is a subset of X having K in its interior, and for each subset U ⊆ X such that K ⊆ U 0 , there exists n ∈ N such that U n ⊆ U. It is known that a Hausdorff topological abelian group G is almost metrizable if and only if G/K is metrizable for a compact subgroup K ≤ G (see [6, Proposition 2.20] or [75] ).
We shall also need a related concept: A topological space is calledČech complete if it is the intersection of a sequence of open subsets of a compact space. It is known that a Hausdorff topological abelian group G isČech complete if and only if G/K is complete and metrizable for some compact subgroup K ≤ G (see [6, Corollary 2.21] ). Hence every Cech complete abelian group is almost metrizable and complete.
The following notation will be used in our discussions of topological abelian groups. Given a Hausdorff topological abelian group G, we let η G : G → G * * , η G (x)(ξ) := ξ(x) be the evaluation homomorphism and say that G is reflexive if η G is an isomorphism of topological groups. Given a continuous homomorphism f : G → H, we let f
Occasionally, we shall write ξ, x := ξ(x) for x ∈ G, ξ ∈ G * . [77] . Hence also each abelian locally k ω group is complete (exploiting Proposition 5.3 (b)).
Dual groups of projective limits and direct limits
The dual groups of countable direct limits of abelian k ω -groups and countable projective limits of metrizable abelian groups have been studied in [4] . In this section, we describe various generalizations of the results from [4] . In particular, we study the dual groups of countable direct limits of abelian, locally k ω groups and countable projective limits of almost metrizable abelian groups.
Our first proposition generalizes [4, Proposition 3.1], the proof of which given in [4] requires that the limit maps q i are surjective. 4 Recall that a subgroup H of a topological abelian group G is called dually embedded if each character ξ ∈ H * extends to a character of G. It is dually closed if, for each x ∈ G\H, there exists ξ ∈ G * such that ξ| H = 1 and ξ(x) = 1.
be a projective system of Hausdorff topological abelian groups and continuous homomorphisms q ij : G j → G i , with projective limit (G, (q i ) i∈I ). Then the following holds:
Proof. (a) Since ξ −1 (T + ) is a 0-neighbourhood, there exists i ∈ I and a 0-neighbourhood
. Set D := q i (G). Since T + does not contain any non-trivial subgroups and ξ(ker(q i )) ⊆ T + , we deduce that ker(q i ) ⊆ ker(ξ). Hence, there exists a homomorphism ζ : [53, Lemma 2.1] shows that ζ is continuous. Now D being dually embedded in G i , the character ζ extends to a character θ : G i → T. Then θ • q i = ξ. Furthermore, ξ extends to the continuous homomorphism θ • pr i : P → T, where pr i : P → G i is the canonical projection. Hence G is dually embedded in P . By the preceding, 4 The description of π 1 (lim ←− G α ) given in the displayed formula in [4, proof of Proposition 3.1] requires that the limit map to G α k is surjective.
Proof. By Lemma 8.1, G is dually closed and dually embedded in i∈I G i . Each G i being reflexive, also P := i∈I G i is reflexive (see [9, Proposition (14.11) ] or [52] . Hence, if a projective limit G of reflexive nuclear groups G i has a continuous evaluation homomorphism η G , then G is reflexive. See [6] , [9] , and [25] for further information on nuclear groups.
As a corollary to Proposition 8.2, we obtain a generalization of [4, Theorem 3.2] , where each G n was assumed a metrizable, reflexive abelian topological group and where each q n,m (and hence q n ) was assumed surjective. Recall that a topological abelian group G is called locally quasi-convex if it has a basis of 0-neighbourhoods U such that U = • (U • ). Given a topological abelian group G, there is a finest locally quasi-convex group topology O lqc on G which is coarser than the given topology; a basis of 0-neighbourhoods for O lqc is given by the bipolars
• (U • ) of 0-neighbourhoods in G (see [6, Proposition 6.18] ). Then G lqc := (G, O lqc )/{0} is a locally quasi-convex group such that each continuous homomorphism from G to a Hausdorff locally quasi-convex group factors over G lqc . In the following, lim −→ lqc G i denotes the direct limit of a direct system S = ((G i ) i∈I , (λ ij ) i≥j ) of locally quasi-convex Hausdorff abelian groups in the category of such groups. It can be obtained as Our next result generalizes [4, Theorem 4.3] , which only applied to projective sequences ((G n ) n∈N , (q n,m ) n≤m ) of metrizable, reflexive abelian topological groups such that each q n,m (and hence q n ) is surjective. is a topological isomorphism from G lqc onto G * * , we deduce that G lqc is reflexive. To prove the final assertion, note that κ * : G * * * → (G lqc ) * and η G * : G * → G * * * are topological isomorphisms and hence also κ * • η G * : G * → (G lqc ) * . By the universal property of γ, the map γ * is a bijection. A simple calculation shows that κ * • η G * = (γ * ) −1 . Hence γ * is a topological isomorphism.
To complete the proof, note that if i n,m is a topological embedding, then each character on G m corresponds to a character on i n,m (G m ), which in turn extends to a character of G n if we assume that i n,m (G m ) is dually closed in G n . Therefore i * n,m is surjective in this case and hence also i * n .
Recall that a topological abelian group G is called strongly reflexive if all closed subgroups and all Hausdorff quotient groups of G and G * are reflexive. For example, everyČech complete nuclear abelian group is strongly reflexive [6, Theorem 20.40] . This enables us to strengthen Corollary 8.4 in the case of nuclear groups: Proposition 8.8 The projective limit G of a countable projective system ofČech complete nuclear abelian groups is strongly reflexive.
Proof. G isČech complete by [23, Corollary 3.9.9] and nuclear by [9, Proposition 7.7] , whence [6, Theorem 20.40] applies. 2
The following proposition will be used to prove strong reflexivity of certain direct limits. We recall that a topological abelian group G is said to be binuclear if η G is surjective and both G and G * are nuclear [9, p. 152] . The surjectivity of η G is automatic if G is nuclear and complete (see [25, Theorem 6.4 
]).
Proposition 8.9 Let G be a binuclear abelian group which is reflexive and locally k ω . Then G is strongly reflexive.
Proof. Since G * is nuclear andČech complete, it is strongly reflexive by [6, Theorem 20.40] . Hence also G ∼ = G * * is strongly reflexive. 2
We first deduce a variant of Corollary 4.6 in [4] , which was formulated for countable direct sums of strongly reflexive, nuclear abelian k ω -groups. The next corollary provides a further generalization. Proof. Since G can be realized as a Hausdorff quotient group of the countable direct sum n∈N G n , it is nuclear by [9, Propositions 7.5 and 7.8] (cf. also [9, Proposition 7.9] ). Hence G is locally quasi-convex in particular. Furthermore, G is locally k ω (by Corollary 5.5) and reflexive, by Proposition 8.7 (b). The latter applies because subgroups of nuclear groups are dually embedded [9, Corollary 8.3] . By Proposition 8.7 (a), G * is a projective limit of nuclear groups and hence nuclear (see [9, Proposition 7.7] ). Thus G is binuclear and hence strongly reflexive, by Proposition 8.9.
2 Remark 8.12 It would be interesting to find sufficient conditions ensuring that the direct limit Hausdorff topological group G = lim −→ G n of an ascending sequence G 1 ≤ G 2 ≤ · · · of locally quasi-convex abelian k ω -groups (or locally k ω groups) is locally quasi-convex. The only available conditions ensuring the local quasi-convexity of a direct limit Hausdorff topological group G = lim −→ G n seem to be the following:
(i) Each G n is a Hausdorff locally convex space. Or:
(ii) Each G n is a nuclear abelian group. 5 The proof of the cited corollary given in [4] is problematic: Lydia Außenhofer [7] showed by example that the maps (f m n )
′′ occurring in its proof need not be embeddings, contrary to claims made there. When we wrote this article, we did not find a way to repair the proof if the G n 's are merely nuclear (rather than binuclear). After the article was completed, Lydia Außenhofer showed that every nuclear abelian k ω -group is strongly reflexive and binuclear [8] .
Note that G coincides with the direct limit Hausdorff locally convex space in the situation of (i) (cf. [45, Proposition 3.1]), which is locally quasi-convex by [9, Proposition 2.4] ). In the situation of (ii), G is nuclear (cf. [9, Proposition 7.9] ) and hence locally quasi-convex by [9, Theorem 8.5] .
Of course, the direct limit Hausdorff topological G can always be realized as a quotient group of the direct sum n∈N G n , which is locally quasi-convex, but quotients of locally quasi-convex groups need not be locally quasi-convex [6, Proposition 12.9] . And, as is to be expected, there exist examples of k ω -groups that are not locally quasi-convex [7] , for example the free topological vector space over any non-discrete k ω -space [30, Proposition 6.4 ].
In the case of locally convex spaces, no pathologies occur: Proposition 8.13 Let E 1 ⊆ E 2 ⊆ · · · be an ascending sequence of locally convex real topological vector spaces E n , such that the inclusion maps are continuous and linear. If each E n is a k ω -space, then the locally convex direct limit topology on E := n∈N E n turns E into the direct limit topological space lim −→ E n , and makes it a k ω -space.
Proof. It is well known that the box topology on S := n∈N E n coincides with the locally convex direct sum topology, and that the locally convex direct limit E can be realized as a quotient of this direct sum by a suitable closed vector subspace. This quotient is also the direct limit lim 
